
CHAPTER 42

After being cleaned to avoid contaminating the samples, the second vagina underwent a
very similar experience, also coming to a rapid orgasm that surprised Alex again.
"Wow, they seem to be very sensitive, don't they?" Alex said
"Well, it's a sexual organ within another sexual organ... This is one of the most... "sensitive"
parts of my entire body."
“Interesting…” Alex said, suppressing more emotions. His penis was going to explode, he
also suffered from great impotence, he just wanted to be alone and quietly with his great
friend, who had finally achieved a body that both of them had fantasized about for more than
2 years …

Then it was the turn of his new tail of 8 vaginas. As Alex got ready, Eva stealthily moved
both Virgin's heads towards the tails. Penny was still erect, and it was quite uncomfortable to
deal with such a member in that state. She told him trying to avoid the gaze of the cameras:
“Did you get what I asked for…?”

Alex didn't even look at her, just took a quick look at where the cameras were. He seemed
very nervous. In an almost imperceptible voice, Alex replied:
“Yes… I have them here with me. 4 bottles of mutagen of 15ml. I don't know why you want
them, but this can cause me a lot of problems. They can only be withdrawn from their
storage with a special key, and I have tried to hack it. But I don't know if anyone will notice or
if they'll find the trail."

Eva brought one of the vaginas closer to him. She then said to him:
“Insert them here, quick. Don't think about it, hide them without being noticed.” Eva's hearts
were going 100 per hour.
Alex hesitated for a moment. How did he introduce them there??
"Are you crazy? they will find them when they continue to examine you. You won't be able to
hide anything!"
“Just trust me… please.”
Alex, unnoticed, tried to take one of the canisters out of his pocket, but Eva reacted, and
moved Penny, who placed herself strategically between Alex and the security camera.
Covering the action, Alex introduced one of the cans into the vagina in question, then
another and so on until the 4.
"Shit Eva... and what are you going to do now...??"
Eva didn't answer, she just brought another of her vaginas closer to her, and she whispered
to her again
“Give me your hand, quick…”
Alex didn't understand anything, but Eva's serious gesture encouraged him to pay attention
to her. He began by inserting his fingers, thinking that the entire hand would not fit, but the
vagina itself moved, demonstrating the elasticity by making the entire hand be inserted. With
his hand, Alex touched something metallic inside of him. He looked at her puzzled, he didn't
understand anything.
“Push the button…” Eva told him.
Alex looked at her, not understanding, but he was feeling a device, indeed it had a button,
which he pressed, noticing a small vibration.



“That's it… now act normal. And try not to separate yourself from me"
Eve said. Alex still didn't understand, but he trusted her. It was clear that something was up,
something very big from what he began to deduce, but he couldn't understand the
magnitude of what was about to happen.

Alex began to sweat inside her protective suit. What he had done could be punished, and he
knew that there was no fooling around here. But what has he done? What was Eva up to?
His pulse trembled, and he kept glancing nervously at the cameras.

“Alex…Alex!!” Whispered with Virgin's left head again "focus... act normally..." Eva
whispered, worried about her nervousness. But Alex began preparing the sample jars,
returning everything to relative normality. He took one of Eva's vaginas again, and began to
arouse her so that it could secrete the necessary discharge.

After half an hour taking samples, Alex began to calm down, everything seemed quite
normal. Perhaps they hadn't discovered the abduction. He breathed a little more relieved,
which Eva noticed, winking at him complicitly.

Then the door suddenly opened.
"We are carrying out an extraction, it has been requested that no one enter"
Alex said addressing the three people who entered the laboratory, two of them armed. Alex
seemed puzzled to see them ignoring their approach.

"Doctor, I'm sorry to bother you," said the central figure. "It will only be a moment, we need
you to help us with a little misunderstanding”
Alex looked at them without understanding, or at least showing that he didn't know what they
were talking about. Eva for her part took the opportunity to cover herself a little with some
towels that she had near her.
"Mis...misunderstanding?" Alex said visibly perplexed "no... I don't have time right now, I
have to take these samples, otherwise I'm going to delay the following processes to..."
But they didn't let him finish
"It will only take a few minutes, we just need you to help us with a small anomaly in the entry
register of warehouse 6-B"
"A...anomaly?"
"Yes, it's something strange, we have a loss of entry records between 12 and 12-30, when
we have evidence of staff access in this period of time"
"I understand... and... what does it have to do with me?"
Eva feared the worst, she kept covering herself and little by little his body was moving to the
side. Then she noticed how the device inside her vagina vibrated again. She hadn't expected
it, but it sure meant something.

"Well, the last entry before that time is yours"
Alex continued to stall, pretending that he didn't know that something had to do with him.
"Maybe it was a server failure, or a power outage, it's not the first time this has happened..."
“Interestingly,” he interrupted again, “according to the records we have detected the
“disappearance” of an entire batch of 2B-1H7 serum, with which I believe you are quite
familiar. You know, the one who disappeared about two weeks ago, and now the same thing
happens again, but this time, you are the last one to appear in the entry and exit records”



"Yes... I went in to check the PH of some samples with the standard reagent, and I followed
the protocol..."
The man interrupted again.
“And you did the comparison in just 60 seconds? Because it is the time recorded between its
entry and exit..."
Alex didn't know where to go.
“Doctor, let's save ourselves from embarrassing situations and waste both of our time. Do
yourself the favor of giving me the batch of serum, and surely all this will not happen to
majors.”
"But... but... I didn't... it would have been a computer failure, I logged in and out, I didn't take
anything from...."
The man, now with a certain more authoritative tone, interrupted him again.
“I must insist in a friendly way, asking for your collaboration. You are a great professional and
a key part of this research. We would regret having to… you know, dispense with your
services”

This last sentence sounded a lot more threatening than Eva and Alex expected. Alex was
trying to keep his composure even though he was terrified.
"I... no... I don't have... I just... went in to compare..."
The man covered his eyes in an impatient gesture.
"You leave me no choice, please escort the Doctor to the security area."
He gestured, and the two armed men moved toward Alex to seize his arms.

Eva was about to scream. Nope!! this can't be happening! the whole plan will fail if they take
Alex away, she may never see him again! and she couldn't do anything about it!
Eva's mind assessed the situation as fast as she could. She thought that it could be
relatively easy to take down these three men, using their tails and powerful legs, but that
wasn't going to work, there were dozens of guards throughout the complex, and they were
monitored. Even if she might have a few minutes before more guards come, where was she
going to go? with her body? How was she going to run? besides that it was all a fucking
maze, she wasn't sure how to get out of there on her own… While she was thinking about all
the possibilities, the armed men grabbed Alex by the arms and forced him out of the lab.

But before leaving, a large explosion was heard in the background, which reverberated
throughout the complex. The three men stopped suddenly, looking everywhere, they didn't
know what had happened.

"Wha...what was that??" asked one of the guards
"That explosion, it comes from the upper levels, right?"
Then, before they could react, alarms began to sound throughout the complex. The lights
went out and the emergency lights came on, with flashing red sirens. An annoying sound of
a fire alarm began to sound, at the same time that through the PA, a voice began to say:
“To all security personnel, report immediately to Sector A-1. Code G3, I repeat, go
immediately to Sector A-1, Code G3. It is not a drill. Start the G3-b protocol immediately.”

The three men were puzzled. They couldn't believe what was happening
“Code G3?? That means..." Said one of the guards
"Yeah, idiot, it's an assault, we have to start the reset protocol, and destroy all the samples!"



The two men released Alex, but the man stopped them.
"Wait! you can't leave him here! take it to the security area right now!”
"Haven't you heard the order? all security personnel to sector A-1, we have to…”
"Do you want to listen to me??" The man said very angrily "if we have started the G3-b
protocol it is because we have to destroy all the samples processed in this laboratory, and if
this wretch has taken lot 2B-1H7, we have a very serious problem!" The two guards stopped,
wondering which order they should follow. Then the man faced Alex, who, scared, took a
couple of steps back. But without even expecting it, Alex was punched in the cheek,
knocking him to the ground.

"Where do you have them, wretch??" The man said out of himself "Tell me where you left
them, or I swear I'll kill you right here!" The guards attended the scene in astonishment, not
knowing exactly what they should do.

Eva for her part was hallucinating too. The lights, the sound, the PA system, the stress of the
situation, the fact that her device would not stop vibrating inside her vagina, were making her
extremely nervous. Adrenaline flowed through her body, and thinking quickly, she associated
the vibration of the device with the assault the complex was undergoing. She had to take a
chance, if it was the FBI storming the lab, they would have a chance to get out of here. So
she didn't think, just act.

Taking advantage of the fact that attention was focused on Alex and the man's explosion of
fury, Eva took advantage of the distraction of guards to move close to them from one side,
and using one of her legs she tried to punch one of them.

To Eva's surprise, she not only hit the guard, but thinking that she had never been a very
athletic girl, she would try to hit with all her might to knock the guard out cold. But she didn't
calculate that the strength of those limbs was something out of the ordinary. She only
realized when due to the impact, the poor man was thrown more than 3 meters backwards,
hitting his head on a beam, and was automatically unconscious.

Alex from the ground, the man and the other guard, looked stunned at what had just
happened. They barely reacted when Eva tried to move and hit the other guard with another
punch, but, already warned, he managed to dodge the deadly blow by throwing himself to
the ground. In a matter of tenths of a second, the man tried to get up and pointing his gun at
Eva, he tried to shoot. But one of her tails whipped across the ground to hit at his heels and
knock him to the ground, but not before pulling the trigger and firing a burst of shots into the
air.


